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TRACKLIST:
a – Franco Bianco - Planchete Lateral (Original Mix) – 7:05
b - Franco Bianco - Planchete Lateral (Marek Hemmann) – 6:24

This time, the Swiss/Argentinean label Dilek Records introduces its fifth reference, Planchete Lateral EP.
We can define this limited edition as a freaky, techno and western country track. All of this, delivered by
our Argentinean captain, Franco Bianco, featuring an interpretation of the famous German artist, Marek
Hemmann.
For his second EP, Franco made a crazy experiment like in a chemistry laboratory, and we must admit
that he totally crashed everything, because this track is a hit, and it will rock the dance floor by surprising
every kind of crowd.

In the original version, you will experiment serious techno beats, but at the same time a funny and ironic
atmosphere with this surprising cowboy guitar giving you the idea of being on top of your running horse
in the Midwest. This one is perfect for the closing of a set, when everyone looks at you with big eyes,
wanting always more, right in this moment, you will make them go crazy again, and again, smiling and
thinking positive with these mind blowing beats.
On the other hand, Marek’s remix is a different approach of this craziness, a smooth and intriguing
version who slowly builds up, to lead you to a really sexy world. By getting your body to move to those
pulsating beats, it will bring you in another dimension, experimenting something of great quality and
skilled production. This track is perfect for the 2/4 of a set to create a break and lose yourself in this
harmonic variation.
We hope that you will enjoy this reference and that you will experiment many funny and positive
moments while playing it and listening to it, as much as we did every time that we had the occasion to
share this excellent work made by great artists coming from different horizons and cultures.
It’s a limited vinyl edition, so be sure to have your own copy!
Have a great summer! ☺
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